
"Shedding Some Light" on 
Copyright!

Resources for Educators



What is Copyright?

"Copyright is a form of protection provided by 
the laws of the United States (title 17, U. S. 
Code) to the authors of "original works of 
authorship," including literary, dramatic, 
musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual 
works. This protection is available to both 
published and unpublished works."

Copyright Basics. U. S. Copyright Office. Library of Congress. 
July 2008. Web. 25 Jan. 2010.



What Protection Does Copyright Law 
Provide the Owner?

Six Rights of the copyright owner: 
1. Reproduction - need not be exact to be a "copy"
2. Adaptation
3. Distribution
4. Public Performance - protection applies to any portion
5. Public Display
6. Digital transmission of sound recordings



What is Fair Use?

Fair Use provides citizens special exceptions to the strict legal 
copyright requirements. 

Aspects of Fair Use applies to certain classes of use, such as 
use in nonprofit schools!

In these instances, copyright law allows for the reproduction 
of copyrighted works.

Copyright law provides Fair Use exceptions for the purposes of 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including 
multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research. 



Why so Misunderstood?

While copyright laws were written to protect rights of the 
creator, Fair Use guidelines were added so that legitimate 

educational and scholarly uses could continue. 

So, why all of the confusion?



Fair Use Misconceptions include.....

1. Schools can use any copyrighted material, because
they are schools. 

2. I don't have to worry about copyright because my use is
not for profit.

3. I am promoting someone else's work by giving out 
copies,
so they should be okay with my use!

4. "It is for the good of the kids," so it absolves me of 
copyright liability!

Simpson, Carol. Copyright for Schools; A Practical Guide, Fourth Edition.



Fair Use or Not? Consider these factors..

"Four Tests of Fair Use!"

1. Purpose and character of the use

2. Nature of the copyrighted work

3. Portion used in relation to work as a whole
4. Effect of the use upon the potential market or value of 
the work

Simpson, Carol. Copyright for Schools; A Practical Guide, Fourth Edition.



Simplified for Educators...

Fair Use can be claimed by anyone - the four factors stated 
earlier must be considered when a fair use claim is made.

But....

In order to simplify matters, Fair Use Guidelines specifically 
designed for educators were established!

**Only when a specific use is not specified in these 
educator guidelines do you have to fall back on the "Four 
Tests!"



So, How About an Example?

Carol Simpson provides this example:

"Multimedia guidelines permit teachers and students to use 
video clips of 3 minutes or 10% of the whole if used in a 
presentation.... If the teacher or student wants to use 3 
minutes and 15 seconds, is that possible? Since the use 
exceeds the multimedia guidelines, the educator or student 
can then apply the four tests of fair use to determine if the 
use might be fair under that assessment" (41).

Simpson, Carol. Copyright for Schools: A Practical Guide, Fourth Edition.



Applications, 
Considerations,

21st Century Integrations!

Student Projects

Using Online Content

Web Publishing



Fair Use of Graphics for Multimedia 
Projects

illustrations
graphs
diagrams
charts
drawings
cartoons
pictures

Clip art is an exception-
no citing needed.
Russell, Carrie.Complete Copyright: 
An Everyday Guide for Libarians. ALA, 
2009. Print.

Can be used "fairly" as part 
of face to face instruction.

Limits apply* Copies only--
you can't change the format 
without permission.
Documentation of Sources 
(citations are always needed 
to document origin of 
graphics)



Music, lyrics, and music video
• Use 10% of a song, not to exceed 30 seconds, and do not show the finished 

video out of the classroom. Do not duplicate, distribute, broadcast, webcast or 
sell it.

• Proper attribution must be given when using copyrighted materials.
i.e., I Am Your Child" written by Barry Manilow/Martin Panzer.

BMG Music/SwanneeBravo Music.
• The opening screen of the project must include a notice that "certain materials 

are included under the fair use exemption and have been used according to 
the multimedia fair use guidelines".

• Your fair use of material ends when the project creator (student or teacher) 
loses control of the project's use: e.g. when it is distributed, copied or 
broadcast.

• If you wish to use more than 10% of a copyrighted song, you must obtain 
written gratis permission from the music publisher and the record company. 

Zimmerle, Ed. "Guidelines for Use of Copyrighted Music in Education.“ Web log post. From the Video Suite.

16 Nov. 2005. Web. 8 Feb. 2010. <http://videosuite.blogspot.com/2005/11/guidelines-for-use-of copyrighted_16.html>.



Websites are Creative Works, so....

Websites are copyrighted and owner's rights are protected!

Suggestions:

1. Use your own graphics or those purchased with publishing 
rights included, like clip art 
2. Search for graphics that are in the Creative Commons

3. Link only to another website's home page--don't use deep 
linking to bypass a websites ads or promotional information 

Russell, Carrie.Complete Copyright: An Everyday Guide for Libarians. ALA, 2009. 
Print.



Posting to the WWW

Rules of Thumb:

1. When in doubt, don't post without permission
(sure bet = post only when work is completely original:)

2. Password protecting can provide some security for you and
your students

3. WWW means all of the world can see what you
have posted....remember liability and security



Fair Use in the 21st Century...

Concern = Can I share and also protect creative works that I 
post using Web 2.0 tools? 

Answer = Yes, with Creative Commons Licensing

*Creative Commons Licensing allows modifications of the original 
work but always gives attribution to the original writer.

Concern= How can my students find digital resources, with 
open copyright permissions attached, for use in class projects?

Answer: Do a Creative Commons Search



So What's the Scoop on Creative Commons?



For More Information -
Go to District 
Copyright Site

Copyright Page
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